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MECHANICS
Mechanically, q3d is a composition between the Dobot printer (www.dobot.cc),
the Polar3D printer (about.polar3d.com) and the Luxo lamp. Politronica was
inspired by the Dobot for the construction of the two-joint arm, but without
rotation of the base. The arm motors do not directly control the segments in the
joints but do so by tensioning wires that serve to pull downwards. The antagonist
movement is guaranteed by rubber bands that replace the springs of the Luxo.
Of Polar3D there is only the rotation of the plate but without the translation that is
made with the arm. The q3d is composed of plastic parts, polylactic acid (PLA)
made from corn crops. The result is a printer with an arm with two rotational
movements that guarantee one of the two movements on the printing plate and
one off the plane, movements that are the result of a conversion from cartesian to
polar coordinates and, finally, a circular printing plate, rotating on the axis passing
through its center, which guarantees the 2nd movement on the plane.
ELECTRONICS
The electronics are based on low-profile
circuitry, very cheap but highly reliable,
made by Arduino. The firmware is based
on open source libraries, it is a
traditional cartesian Marlin that runs
specially processed gcodes generated by
our software to be compatible with the
particular configuration of the Q3D. In
particular the transformations from
cartesian to scara-polar are not
performed by the firmware but
precalculated by a software on PC.
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PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
The real innovation is the material that is deposited by the printer and its
deposition technique. Like an FDM 3D printer there is a stepper motor that pushes
the material towards the nozzle, but there is no hot melt. The printer extrudes a
polymer resin that hardens with visible light. That’s why when the machine does
not print it can be turned into a table lamp. The properties of photo-cross linkable
resins have improved significantly in the last ten years: different types of materials
have appeared on the market with properties optimized for specific indications
and different types of 3D printing. The polymerization of these photo-activatable
materials does not depend only on their chemical composition, but also on the
irradiation of the photo-curing devices.
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THE RESIN
The most widely used monomers are multifunctional acrylates because they
polymerize very quickly and can give rise to different materials by introducing
chemical modifications in the precursor structure.
Typically, a photo-cross-linking formulation consists of two main components: a
photo initiator that absorbs incident light and gives rise to two radical fragments
and a monomer containing at least two unsaturations, which may originate the
polymeric network.
Also in the last ten years, many researchers have used their efforts in the
development of efficient photo initiators able to generate radicals under the action
of UV radiation.
These photo-initiators absorb the incident radiation which leads them to an
excited electronic state from which the reactive species is produced. Therefore, a
high and suitable absorption coefficient by the photo initiator is fundamental, as
well as a suitable absorption spectral range. The resins used for the most common
3D pens have been formulated with a composition free of toxic substances and,
consequently, not dangerous for use by children under adult supervision.
The naturally occurring oxygen in the air impedes the chemical reaction that
allows the molecules to bind to each other forming a chain of polymers. This is
why the most superficial part of the resins is often thick and sticky. Our resin has
been formulated so as not to be sticky on the surface and to be cross-linked by
irradiation of cold white light LEDs.
The power chosen for irradiation is 3W
which corresponds to the most used
power in LED light bulbs for desk lamps.
Our resin is practically odorless and
comes in its natural color.
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The q3d can print 110x110x120 mm
sized objects, created using virtual
reality modeling techniques. The
printing area is a cylinder with a
diameter of 160 mm and height of 120
mm.

It can also work in symbiosis with a special accessory that mimics the outline of an
object that you want to print, which can be visualized with augmented reality
techniques, whose movements are transmitted and translated into the q3d that
will physically make the object.
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